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Listen to music 
outside and move to 
the beat or play 
freeze when the 
music stops.

Guided meditation 
(children) – download 
a free app designed for 
children to give them 
some time to be still.

Design and 
make your 

own sundial.

Make
your own kite 

and test it 
outside.

Make a game of 
snap using old 
magazines and 
cardboard.

Make your own 
jigsaw puzzle as a 
family or by yourself.

Make yourself a designer 
shirt using an old shirt and 
paint or fabric marker pens.

Guess which 
objects in your 
house are magnetic 
then use a magnet 
to test your theory.

Play the alphabet game 
by yourself or with a 
friend/family member – 
start with an easy 
category like “foods” and 
get harder each time.

Read a non-fiction 
book and explain the 
subject to somebody.

Recyclables – make a 
car; marble run; 
musical instrument; 
maze.

Design a photo frame 
and decorate with things 
you �nd outside.

Design a house and then 
make it using materials 
you have around the 
house. Shoe box, 
cardboard walls, etc.

Start writing a story then pass it to a 
friend/mum/brother/ to write the next bit 
and keep passing it until it ends.

Imagine you are the teacher 
of your class/principal. What 
5 rules would you want to 
have in your classroom? 
Write them down.

If you have a pet make 
them a sign for their 
cage/kennel/mat/house.

Make instruments out of 
everyday items and start a 
band with your siblings.

Use a stopwatch to time and 
record how long it takes to 
clean your room/load a full 
dishwasher/rake the yard etc. 
try and beat your record.

Take a deck of cards and 
remove all the picture cards. 
Then pull out two number 
cards and add them 
together. Extension: Pull out 
three cards or more and add 
them together.

Use letters in old 
newspapers and 
magazines to spell 
out your name.

Collect some sticks from 
around the yard, sort them from 
shortest to longest, get a tape 
measure out and measure each 
one, add up how many 
centimetres all together.

Fingerpaint or paint – 
use a drop sheet/plastic 
packaging/bubble wrap to 
paint whatever you choose.

Design your 
own restaurant 

and menu.

Make a shop 
and put prices 

on all items.

Enter a 

competition.

Ask a friend or 
relative to tell you about their 
life, then write and illustrate 
their story for them.

Create a performance. Maybe act out a 
favourite story or write a script of their 
own or choreograph your own dance. 
Practice, �nd costumes around the 
house and perform for the family. 

Sit outside 
quietly and try to 
identify every 
sound you hear.
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